**What is Clicker Training?**
A World of Possibilities
The Science Behind It
Training Skills

**Let’s Train**
Foundation Skills
Clicking with Your Dog
Getting Behavior Started

**Understanding Dogs**
Stages of Development
Socialization
Canine Emotional Signals

**Clicker Skills for Daily Life**
Communicating with Cues
Real-Life Shaping
Real-Life Targeting

**Successful Training Sessions**
Creating a Training Plan
Managing Your Sessions
Life Rewards

**Problem Solving**
Managing Dog Behavior
Perils of Punishment
Myth Busting
Changing Our Behavior

**Beyond Foundations**
Clickerly Living
Next Steps

---

**TRY IT before you buy it**

Visit [Karen Pryor Academy](https://www.karenpryoracademy.com/) for Animal Training & Behavior.